vehicle-pedestrian fatality investigation

on december 31, 2011 at approximately 7:30pm, sheriff’s office deputies responded to a vehicle-pedestrian accident at 128th street southwest and 8th avenue west, everett. preliminary investigation by collision investigation unit detectives indicates a 48 year old male pedestrian (victim) was walking southbound on 8th avenue west and along the eastern edge of the intersection. the victim was walking close to or in the crosswalk, but was walking against the traffic signal, when he was struck by a 2005 infinity traveling eastbound 128th street southwest. the driver, a 65 year old everett man, had the green traffic signal at the time of the accident. at this point, alcohol does not appear to have played a factor in the accident. no arrests or citations have been issued involving this investigation.

detectives from the collision investigation unit continue their investigation into this matter.
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